Colour Trending

It’s Vintage
Darling
Hailing from another era, vintage clothing is still hanging in the
wings of wardrobes around the globe reflecting the politics, culture
and art of another time. This year’s catwalks saw the regeneration of
retrospective fashion of the 1950’s, the “perma-trend” is here to stay.
But rest assured, these retro influenced garments have not seen better
days and have been adapted with fresh, crisp spring/summers in mind, a
convenient alternative to an older style with the modern interpretation.
The demand for superior quality garments that vintage clothes usually
uphold has increased since the 1990’s when the likes of Kate Moss and
Julia Roberts touted around in their own vintage pieces. Of late, there
has also been an increase in the awareness of environmental sustainability
that has changed the habits of many by reducing, reusing and recycling
old garments and revamping them into stylish, on trend garments.
Spring/Summer for 2013 has a vibrant new palette according to
Editd. “Easing into the spring season are grey-based lilacs and pinks,
khakis and sage greens. High summer sees the zesty yellows, sunny
oranges and flame reds. Cooling things off are the prominent aqua and
mid-blues. Elsewhere, a monochromatic palette offers the minimalists
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an alternative while the maximalists can go full pelt for the metallics in
sweet wrapper shades.”
Christian Siriano’s collection incorporated soft hues and crisp whites
like Resene Paper Doll, a sweetened light coral pink, playful and
feminine, with Dolce and Gabbana following with Resene Bliss, a lush,
ripe persimmon red with a soft orange under hue. The cool mid-blues
and aquas were seen at Temperley London and Erdem shows, proving
not everything has to be hot for summer with Resene Hemisphere, a
heavenly firmament of light blue, the inspiration of dreams and hopes,
and Resene Yarra, a mild toned Saxon blue, sporty and masculine in
mood, epitomising the depths of the sea.
Darker shades for Summer were seen at Isabel Marrant and Thakoon
with Resene Silhouette, a dense warmed black with equal undertones of
mysterious magenta and majestic blue, and the leathery carbon black
with the heavy forceful mood of Resene Blackjack.
Sport, luxe and utility trends are often short lived and although
sparking cash registers, safety is found in the retro vintage styles as the
sentiments of the consumer are hard to shift.
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